LEAD BATTERIES
Store inside, return to distributor and keep records on transfer – RECYCLE
*Or handle as universal waste*

ANTIFREEZE
Properly store and label with secondary containment – RECYCLE

USED OIL FILTERS
Puncture, if possible, and *hot* drain for 24 hours
*Recycle or dispose of in municipal trash once properly drained*

BRAKE and TRANSMISSION FLUID
Manage as you would used oil. Ask your recycler how to store each – RECYCLE

USED GASOLINE FUEL FILTERS
Treat as hazardous waste, store separately and label storage container – RECYCLE, if possible

PARTS CLEANER
If a solvent is used, recycling is encouraged

*Because of the liquid’s potential hazardous nature, it is not always handled as a hazardous waste – some exceptions apply, contact DEP*

For more information, visit www.dep.wv.gov or contact the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
(304) 926-0475

This poster is intended for information only and is not intended to substitute for the actual rules.